
Artist Title Description Cat No Price

1975 Live With The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra

The chart-topping UK band play songs from their 2nd studio album I Like It When You Sleep, for You Are So 
Beautiful yet So Unaware of It with the full BBC Philharmonic Orchestra. The RSD2023 Ambassadors will release 

a 2xLP clear vinyl in a gatefold packaging, 1xCD and 1xCassette of this never before released album, this also 
features a version of Chocolate which featured originally on their third extended play, Music for Cars, a must for 

any The 1975 fans.
2LP

LP1 -Side A
1.I like it when you sleep, for you are so beautiful yet so unaware of it

2.Love Me
LP1 – Side B

3.A Change Of Heart
4.Somebody Else

5.Loving Someone
LP2 – Side C

6.Please Be Naked
7.Lostmyhead

LP2 – Side d
8.If I Believe You

9.Chocolate
10.The Sound

1CD
1.I like it when you sleep, for you are so beautiful yet so unaware of it

2.Love Me
3.A Change Of Heart

4.Somebody Else

6722690 £34.99

A Place To Bury Strangers See Through You:  Rerealized

"This Record Store Day, the Dedstrange Rogues’ Gallery of Remix Producers joins forces with renowned Danish 
Electronic Composer Trentmøller, Andy Bell of legendary shoegaze band Ride (as Glok), post-punk anti-heroes 

Xiu Xiu, the luminescent Annie Hart of hypnotic synth trio Au Revoir Simone (Twin Peaks: the Return), 
psychedelic guitar genius Sonic Boom (Spacemen 3, Spectrum), UK Post Punks TV Priest, Tampa Goth band 

Glove, UK emerging shoegazers bdrmm and many more to tear down the walls between Oliver Ackermann’s 
dreams on the remix album See Through You: Rerealized, an RSD-exclusive 2xLP set featuring twenty-one brand-

new, spicy hot takes on songs from the sixth APTBS album, See Through You. 
 Sonic Boom stretches the epic “Love Reaches Out” across the galaxy, taking APTBS over the event horizon with 

boundless, infinite energy and pulsar repeat percussion fuzz guitar radiating from every molecule in the solar 
system.

 In Annie Hart’s somber re-imagining of “Nice of You to Be There for Me,” delicate musicbox synths shine like 
stardust while her sparse production captures Oliver Ackermann’s isolated vocal in soft focus, flickering in 

headphones like light through a lonely projectionist’s lens. 
  Wah Together pull “Hold On Tight” onto the dancefloor with an extended acid house remix which transforms 

APTBS’ breakneck punk-industrial cacophony with looped basslines, buzzing TB-303 synths and near-Nile Rodgers 
guitar licks while layering enough danceable percussion to coax even the stickiest wallflowers onto the floor.

  The dystopian shadow figure Lunacy pours salt in “My Head is Bleeding,” wrapping the song’s existential plea 
for sanity in ethereal droning electronics and tattered sheets of damp, gauzy reverb, struggling to contain the 

desperation and hurt.
  Grimoose reimagines “Let’s See Each Other” as a rolling, gritty electro two-step, warping the beat with a 

pulsing synth-bass treatment and a mesmerizing gridwork of interlocking electronic rhythms guaranteed to wake 
your ass up.

  And on their lucid deconstruction of “Love Reaches Out,” psychedelic NYC quintet GIFT take a spiritual journey 
through the pearly gates of new age 4AD heaven, floating across the speakers on delicate, softly filtered tufts of 

reverb.
  Set an alarm, stay up all night—do whatever you have to do—but don’t sleep on See Through You: Rerealized, 

LPDED015X £31.99

Alison Goldfrapp Remix EP

Alison Goldfrapp releases an exclusive Record Store Day highly limited 4 track vinyl including collaborations with 
Claptone and Paul Woolford, her brightly shimmering remix of ‘Impossible’ from Röyksopp which Alison featured 

on last year and a remix from niina on a brand new Alison track.

Tracklist :

SIDE A
1. Digging Deeper (Alison Goldfrapp & Claptone) 

2. Impossible (Alison Goldfrapp’s ‘Touch the Sky’ Edit) – Alison Goldfrapp & Röyksopp 

SIDE B
1. Fever (Alison Goldfrapp & Paul Woolford) 

2. Getto Galato (niina Remix)

4050538882001 £16.99



Althea and Donna  Uptown Top Ranking

The ultimate ‘one-hit-wonders’, Uptown Top Ranking was a surprise International No. 1 smash hit single for the 
teenage due Althea and Donna. Entranced by Trinity’s hit ‘Three Piece Suit’, they wrote a ‘reply’ song - Uptown 

Top Ranking, which they cut for Joe Gibbs.
The success of the single, both in Jamaica and globally, secured them a deal with  Virgin Record’s Front Line 

imprint, releasing this, their only album, in 1978.
The album features the cream of Jamaica’s reggae musicians – ‘The Riddim Twins' (Sly Dunbar and Robbie 

Shakespeare) gives the music the fat rhythms, while the legendary group of players, The Revolutionaries - the 
sublime horn section of Tommy McCook, Vin Gordon, and Herman Marquis; guitarist Earl "Chinna" Smith and 

keyboard player Bernard Harvey, provide the icing on the cake.
Despite the teenage girls’ lack of experience, this is a fabulous collection of roots reggae that swings from 

intense moody appeals to Jah, to brightly upbeat pop songs, and the Revolutionaries' outstanding contribution 
deserves the recognition it never received at the time.The title track has been covered many times, notably by 
Bristol trip-hoppers Portishead, in the late-'90s.This reissue includes two bonus tracks – It Mek, an album out-

take unreleased at the time, and Going To Negril, a 12” single, also from 1978.
Remastered at Abbey road on heavyweight black vinyl.

Out of print for many years.
A BONA FIDE REGGAE CLASSIC!

Side A
1.No More Fighting3:40

2.Jah Rastafari3:42
3.Make A Truce4:16

4.Oh Dread2:37
5.Uptown Top Ranking3:45
6.It Mek3:50 (Bonus track) 

Side B
1.The West3:48

4871425 27.99

Bluey Bluey Dance Mode!

"Available exclusively to RSD 2023 as a zoetrope vinyl picture disc, ‘Dance Mode!’ is the exciting follow up to the 
award-winning, number 1 debut ‘Bluey: The Album’. The zoetrope effect on side A, that features the Heeler 

family dancing, is best experienced using a smartphone running a third party stroboscope app. 
Bringing together 17 brand new recordings from series 2 and 3 of the global phenomenon all originally composed 

by Joff Bush
Widely lauded by parents and press alike for its heartfelt and funny portrayal of family life and celebration of 

play, Bluey followers a 6-year-old Blue Heeler dog, who loves to play and turns everyday family life into 
extraordinary adventures that unfold in unpredictable and hilarious ways, bringing her family – including younger 
sister Bingo and parents Bandit and Chilli – as well as friends and community into her world of fun and discovery.

 Bluey is an Emmy and BAFTA Award winning sensation that has won over families worldwide and is now 
broadcasting on multiple platforms around the world including ABC, Disney Jr, Disney+ and CBeebies. 

Bluey ‘The Album’ reached number 1 in the Australian ARIA chart and the Billboard’s US Kid Albums respectively. 
The new album ‘Dance Mode!’ features music from the show, with its upbeat EDM inspired title track ‘Dance 

Mode!’, through to ‘The BeeeeeOOP Walk’, ‘Rain (Boldy In The Pretend)’ and ‘Cat Squad’.
"

DEMREC1096 £30.99

Blur Blur Present The Special Collectors Edition
The Special Collector’s Edition on vinyl for the first time ever. Originally released in 1994, as a Japan-only CD, The 
Special Collector’s Edition will be a 2LP pressed on coloured vinyl, featuring a collection of B-sides taken from the 

of their first three studio albums singles from the albums Leisure, Modern Life Is Rubbish and Parklife. 
5054197157479 £39.99

Bob Marley and the Wailers Stir It Up Alternate Jamaican / Stir It Up Alternate Jamaican Instrumental

From Bob Marley and the Wailers world renowned 5th studio album (first release on Island Records) "Catch A 
Fire" this RSD exclusive will feature an unreleased version of Stir It Up Alternate Jamaican version and an 

instrumental version to celebrate the albums 50th anniversary
 7” (Side A)

1.Promo/Stir It Up Alternate Jamaican
2.Stir It Up Alternate Jamaican Instrumental

4888895 £12.99



Bros When Will I Be Famous? / I Owe You Nothing remixes

"180 gram audiophile vinyl / PVC sleeve / newly compiled 12” featuring 3 remixes of ""When will I be famous?"" 
and the over 18 mix of ""I owe you nothing” / exclusive 35th anniversary of both classic number 1 hit singles / 

limited edition of 1500 individually numbered copies on translucent green coloured vinyl / RSD 23
Bros formed in 1986. The band originally consisted of twin brothers Matt and Luke Goss and their friend Craig 

Logan. They achieved chart success and a large teenage fanbase in 1988. 
Bros are estimated to have sold 16 million records worldwide. In 2017, the Goss twins reunited to perform twice 

as Bros at the O2 Arena in London. 
""When Will I Be Famous?"" peaked at #2 on the UK Singles Chart and at #1 on the Irish Single Chart, as well as 

reaching the top five in several other countries. 
""I Owe You Nothing"" was Bros' sole UK #1 single. Additionally, the song peaked within the top 5 in many other 

countries around the globe and has sold nearly 300,000 copies in the UK.
To celebrate the 35th anniversary of both hits, Music on Vinyl presents this brand new compiled 12"" featuring 3 

remixes of ""When Will I Be Famous?"". The B side contains the Over 18 remix of ""I Owe You Nothing"".
This is a limited edition of 1500 individually numbered copies on translucent green coloured vinyl, housed in a 

PVC protective sleeve."

MOV12076C £22.99

Carter USM 30 Something

Carter USM are a 1990’s UK indie band who rose to headlining Glastonbury Festival and many European festivals 
during the height of their powers. They last performed 2 sold out concerts at London’s Brixton Academy in 2018. 
This picture disc follows on from 2020’s PD of their 1992 album and kickstarts a reissues program to expand all 

of their albums. Tracks include: Bloodsport For All, Anytime Anyplace Anywhere.

CRPD1524 £25.99

Charlie Parker Afro Cuban Bop - The Long Lost Bird Live Recordings

"Exclusive for 6 months, this vinyl debut captures one of the biggest names in jazz, at the peak of his powers, 
live in concert.

 
 This 180-gram double set features 18 selections from Charlie Parker, one of jazz’s greatest saxophonists. All the 
recordings were captured in the late 1940s and early '50s at such storied venues as Carnegie Hall and Birdland in 

New York, The Jubilee in Los Angeles, and the Portland Civic Auditorium. 
 

 Focused on experiments in Afro-Cuban fusion, Parker is joined by a dazzling array of jazz legends including Dizzy 
Gillespie, Milt Jackson, Art Blakey, Woody Herman, Stan Kenton, Red Rodney, and others. The track listing 

matches the cast of musicians – classics ‘Cherokee’ and ‘A Night in Tunisia’ are captured in pristine form, while 
maintaining the intimate jazz spontaneity of Parker’s best recordings.

 
 The package includes an essay by rock keyboardist Keith Emerson. While these tracks have previously appeared 

on other albums, this is the first time they have been gathered in this package on double 180-gram vinyl. 
 Track Listing

 1) Lament For the Congo
 2) Mambo Fortunado
 3) Dizzy Atmosphere
 4) A Night In Tunisia

 5) Groovin High
 6) Confirmation

 7) Night and Day
 8) My Funny Valentine

 9) Cherokee
 10) One the Alamo

 11) Manteca 

ROC3460 £59.99

Doctor Who The Amazing World Of Doctor Who

Stories and features from the celebrated book of the same name, brought to life with sound design and some 
much-loved Doctor Who voices. Available on vinyl for the very first time. First published in 1976, The Amazing 
World Of Doctor Who thrilled fans with short stories and strips featuring the fourth Doctor, Sarah and Harry in 

brand new adventures. It also supplied the low-down on the Doctor's history and some of the foes he’d 
encountered to date. This nostalgic audio edition includes The Sinister Sponge, The Vampires Of Crellium, On The 
Slippery Trail and The Mission, plus A New Life and Avast There from the 1976 Doctor Who Annual. The Psychic 

Jungle and Neuronic Nightmare are multi-voice tales with thrilling sound design, and there are also charming 
mini-features on the daleks, the cybermen, the TARDIS and more Dan Starkey (Strax), Louise Jameson (Leela) 

and Geoffrey Beevers (The Master) lend their vocal talents to these weird and wacky stories from the pages of 
the famous vintage book. Published in Doctor Who’s 60th anniversary year, the 140g clear vinyl LPs are 

presented in a gatefold sleeve with illustrated inner bags. Chris Achilleos’s iconic artwork for the original book 
provides a stunning front and back cover.

DEMWHOLP012 £33.99

dodie Hot Mess EP
Clear Vinyl // First vinyl release of 2022 EP Hot Mess, an intimate look into dodie’s world in the period following 
the release of her #3 charting 2021 debut album Build A Problem, and was inspired by a project started to write 

and record a song to document each month of the year.
DODIEHM004EP £19.99

Dolly Parton The Monument Singles Collection 1964-1968

x2 LP Vinyl - Dolly Parton as you’ve never heard her before. A first-time collection of the A & B sides from Dolly’s 
1960’s singles from her early days at Monument Records. This collection has been fully remastered from the 

original Monument Records mono master tapes. It also features liner notes from two-time Grammy nominee and 
the award-winning author, Holly George-Warren.

19439976481 27.99



Duran Duran Carnival Rio!

Following the release of Duran Duran’s smash hit album “RIO,” a selection of Night Versions and Remixes were 
released on the “CARNIVAL EP” to capitalize on increased radio and night-club play at the time. The original 

CARNIVAL EP’s were the key to unlocking Duran Duran’s international success at the time and each tracklisting 
differed around the world. For the 40th Anniversary year of ‘RIO’ this LP collects together all of the RIO Night 
Versions and Carnival Remixes into one collection for the first time exclusively for RSD 2023. SIDE A – 1. Rio 

(Night Version) (6:39), 2. My Own Way (Night Version) (6:34), 3. Hungry Like The Wolf (Night Version) (5:14) // 
SIDE B – 1. Hold Back The Rain (Carnival Remix) (7:00), 2. New Religion (Carnival Remix) (5:13), 3. Rio (Part 2) 

(5:28).

5054197367762 36.99

Fall Live 1977

blood red vinyl / A historic buried treasure from legendary Mancunian innovators The Fall. Featuring eight tracks 
newly mixed from the original multi-track tape that give a great insight into the early workings of Mark E Smith 

and what is probably the first line up of the band. Cherry Red recently acquired one of the first live shows by 
Indie gods The Fall. Recorded in 1977 in Manchester it presents the band in all its raw glory. this incredibly rare 

recording long thought not to exist.

BRED836 25.99

Fleetwod Mac Albatross 12" single pressed on Red Vinyl. b/w 'Jigsaw Puzzle Blues'. 19658765541 17.99

Haircut One Hundred Haircut 100% Live (Hammersmith Odeon 1982)

Demon Records are delighted to announce the release of Haircut 100% Live! Hammersmith Odeon Spring 1982 
for Record Store Day 2023, released with full co-operation of the band. Haircut 100% Live! Hammersmith Odeon 
Spring 1982 is an in-concert album that highlights the group at the summit of their powers – high speed funk, to-
die for pop and sweet melodies against the backdrop of Haircutmania. No overdubs and the high-octane energy 
of youth. The group moved from being London underground darlings to chart sensations in less than six months, 
and within a year had disappeared into pop’s ether, leaving behind one memorable album and four Top 10 UK 

singles, but many have said that the real way to experience the power of the Haircuts was to see them play live.

DEMREC1095 26.99

Happy Mondays Balearic Beats

"Four of Happy Monday’s best dance reworks on one vinyl, with classic remixes from Paul Oakenfold, Terry 
Farley, Pete Lorimer and more. Classic 90s packaging with sticker in promo bag. Black vinyl, no download code. 

TRACKLIST: A1. WFL (Think About The Future Mix) (Paul Oakenfold)
 A2. Bob’s Yer Uncle (Paul Oakenfold Remix)

 
 B1. Kinky Afro (Euromix) (Pete Lorimer)

 B2. Rave On (Club Mix) (Paul Oakenfold & Terry Farley)"

LMS5521896 15.99

Higsons Run Me Down (The Complete 2Tone Recordings)

"These titles have been out of print on vinyl for over 30 years. Originally released by Jerry Dammers’ 2Tone label 
in the second wave of signings in 1982/3, The Higsons fitted with the political nature of the label and were also 
integral to Dammers’ new vision of having something other than “new wave of ska” acts on the roster. Run Me 

Down came out in the spring of 1983 so RSD 2023 marks the 40th anniversary of the release. 
The Higsons front-man, Switch (now better known by his real name, Charlie Higson) designed all the band’s 
sleeve art under the pseudonym René Parapap - except for Run Me Down which was made by the Chrysalis 

Records art department. He has designed a new cover for this compilation to mark the anniversary edition of this 
compilation of Higsons 2Tone releases.

This is a limited edition artefact of 500 copies on black vinyl only, in a sleeve unique to the release for RSD 2023.
"

FIT088LP 21.99

Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros Streetcore

2023 marks 20 years since the release of Joe Strummer’s last studio album, the posthumously released 
Streetcore.  Dark Horse Records will celebrate the anniversary with a limited-edition color vinyl pressing for RSD.  

Originally issued on Hellcat Records, the standalone vinyl album has been out of print for years and commands 
high prices on the secondhand market.  Dark Horse Records celebrated what would be been Joe’s 70th birthday in 

2022, with a beautifully curated retrospective box set, Joe Strummer 002: The Mescaleros, which shined a light 
on the intense period of creativity at the end of his life with his new band The Mescaleros.  

4050538869217 22.99

Keith Richards Vintage Vinos

Out of print for more than a decade, the first Keith Richards solo anthology returns for Record Store Day. 
Originally released in 2011, Vintage Vinos included key cuts from Talk Is Cheap, Main Offender, Live At The 

Hollywood Palladium, and the the rare Katrina benefit track, “Hurricane.” The vinyl edition, limited to a single 
pressing, sold out immediately and has been a highly soughtafter collector’s item ever since, trading for hundreds 
of dollars on the second-hand market. This RSD-exclusive pressing replicates Vintage Vino’s original tracklist and 
heavyweight, tip-on gatefold jacket but adds unique upgrades over the original. Now pressed on 180g black-on-
red vinyl protected by black inner-sleeves, the reissue also features a new etching of the X-Pensive Winos logo 

on Side 4 and three new lithographs unique to this edition

4050538876598 30.99

London Grammar If You Wait
Gold/black splatter coloured x2 LP Vinyl. 10th anniversary edition - London Grammar release a 10th Anniversary 
Edition of If You Wait exclusively for Record Store Day.  The 2LP is pressed on gold with black splatter effect 180 

gram vinyl.
MADART1RSD 35.99

March Violets Made Glorious

"The very first time on vinyl for The March Violets’ debut album! Limited edition in PURPLE vinyl.
 From Leeds in the early 80’s – label-mates of Sisters of Mercy. Constantly at the heights of the UK indie singles 
charts, they released LP compilations in the UK and USA. Signing to a major, they featured in the John Hughes’ 

Some Kind of Wonderful movie with two songs, but split up before an album was completed. 
 25 years later they reformed, touring the UK and USA, and at last completed their first album, Made Glorious, 
via a well over-subscribed Pledge Music campaign in 2013. Fans got access to a very limited CD and download, 

but sadly events conspired to stop a planned vinyl production. 
 Here at last is the long-awaited debut album on vinyl from The March Violets!"

FREUDLP140             24.99



Mike Flowers Pops Wonderwall

"For the first time on 12”, The Mike Flowers Pops’ easy-listening smash ‘Wonderwall’ is joined by covers of 
classic songs by Björk, The Doors and Prince. 

 Black Vinyl, no download code. TRACKLIST: A1. Wonderwall
 A2. Light My Fire

 B1. Venus As A Boy
 B2. 1999"

LMS5521893 16.99

Mike Oldfield OPUS ONE

To celebrate Record Store Day in 2022, Universal Music Recordings are delighted to release Opus One, the 
original demo recorded by Mike Oldfield that was later to become the global phenomenon, Tubular Bells.

Conceptualised in downtime while working as the bass player in the cult group Kevin Ayers And The Whole 
World, the teenage Mike Oldfield recorded his music in a small flat in Tottenham and a bedroom in his parents’ 
home in Harold Wood, Essex. Working with a tape recorder borrowed from Ayers, Oldfield created tape loops 
and worked with such advanced studio items as a screwdriver and a piece of card to get the multi-tracking he 

desired.
This was the tape that was rejected by many record companies, and ultimately approved by Simon Draper and 
Richard Branson at Virgin Records. Re-recorded at The Manor Studio, with additional sections added, Tubular 

Bells was released on May 25th 1973, launching both Mike Oldfield’s career and Virgin Records. The rest, as they 
say . . . 

Unreleased until 2009, Opus One was made available on the 35th Anniversary box set of Tubular Bells. Now to 
begin the commemorations for Tubular Bells’ 50th Anniversary, Opus One appears on vinyl for the first and only 

time ever in a limited pressing, cut at Abbey Road by Miles Showell, with a brand-new cover designed by Phil 
Smee and overseen by Mike Oldfield, which hints towards what was to come . . . 

 OPUS ONE
SIDE 1

Tubular Bells — Long (22:52)
SIDE 2

Caveman — Lead In (2:40)
Caveman (5:02)
Peace A (6:57)
Peace B (4:16)

V2001RSDLP 27.99

Mr Benn The Music

"Mr Benn The Music. For the first time, all the music from the iconic Mr Benn TV cartoon is available on a picture 
disc as seen at the beginning of every adventure. Featuring the talents of Jazz Legend Duncan Lamont who wrote 

the music, and a band full of renowned musicians, the music as recorded at Olympic Studios in 1970, and 
Gateway Studios in 2004 is together on this 180 gram high quality 12"" picture disc, complete with a stunning 
gatefold sleeve containing notes compiled by Mr Benn producer Clive Juster, and featuring words by Duncan 
Lamont and David McKee. These are the full sessions: 18 musical pieces on side one, and 19 on side two. We 

have also included an insert featuring a game where you can match Mr Benn with the outfits and souvenirs from 
his adventures.

This is a must have souvenir. Be quick though, as there are only 1000 copies available of this extemely special 
Record Store Day 2023 exclusive release'.

"

BFSR0011 28.99

Muddy Waters Hollywood Blues Summit 1971

"A previously unreleased live recording of blues legend Muddy Waters at Los Angeles’ iconic Ash Grove club 
arrives for Record Store Day 2023.

 
 Rock and roll hall of fame inductee Muddy Waters is one of the most important singer-songwriter/guitarists of 

the post-modern blues era. Recorded not long before his infamous London sessions recordings, which claimed one 
of his six Grammy wins in the ‘70s – Hollywood Blues Summit 1971 documents the artist at the peak of his 

powers.
 

 His early 1960s touring of the UK inspired many British musicians including the Rolling Stones that took their 
name from his classic song, “Rollin’ Stone”. Over the ‘60s and into the early 1970s, Waters became an 

international force performing on various bills and artist pairings on club, concert hall and festival stages. 
 

 This eight-song, never-before-seen set was recorded at the legendary Ash Grove club in Los Angeles, during the 
Blue Summit weekend over July 27-August 1, 1971. 

 Track listing
 Side A:
 1) Juke

 2) Hoochie Coochie Man
 3) Lonesome

 4) Hello Stranger
 Side B:

 1) Honey Bee
 2) I’m Going I’m Walking

 3) Long Distant Call
 4) Got My Mojo Working

 Black vinyl / not numbered / no download code."

LIB5143 31.99

Ol’ Dirty Bastard Return To The 36 Chambers: The Dirty Version 2LP picture disc version of ODB’s 1995 debut album Return to the 36 Chambers: The Dirty Version. Features the 
classic tracks “Shimmy Shimmy Ya”, “Brooklyn Zoo”, Hippa to da Hoppa”.

0603497835379 63.99



Paul Mcartney Red Rose Speedway 

UMe proudly announces the release of Paul McCartney and Wings’ Red Rose Speedway as a limited edition half-
speed mastered vinyl LP. The 50th Anniversary pressing will be available from April 22 for Record Store Day 

2023, days before the actual anniversary of the album’s original April 30, 1973 release date. The first Paul 
McCartney and Wings album to top the US album chart, Red Rose Speedway kicked off a run of #1 albums that 
included Band On The Run, Venus And Mars, At The Speed Of Sound and Wings Over America. The album’s sole 

single, “My Love,” was received with similar warmth, becoming Wings’ first #1 single in the US, as well as a 
staple of Wings and Paul shows for decades to come.Red Rose Speedway has steadily grown in stature amongst 

fans, critics and fellow musicians since its April 1973 release. Album opener “Big Barn Bed” has been cited as one 
of Paul’s greatest underrated tracks by the likes of Guitar World and Ultimate Classic Rock, while “My Love” has 
spawned a staggering array of cover versions by artists including Tony Bennett, Brenda Lee, Nancy Wilson, Cass 
Elliot, Johnny Gill, Cher and many more. More recently, “Little Lamb Dragonfly” was singled out in 2022 by USA 

Today as “enchanting,” and by Def Leppard’s Joe Elliott in Stereogum’s 80 Artists Pick Their Favorite Paul 
McCartney Song… roundup: "You know a song has made an impression if you can rewind to a place and a smell 

and the weather and you get these phantom images of where you think he played the song. For an acoustic type 
of song, it has everything.“

Side One
1.         Big Barn Bed

2.         My Love
3.         Get On The Right Thing

4.         One More Kiss
5.         Little Lamb Dragonfly

Side Two
1.         Single Pigeon

2.         When The Night
3.         Loup (1st Indian On The Moon)

4.         Medley:

4858324 31.99

Republica Speed Ballads

"180 gram audiophile vinyl / 3mm sleeve / includes insert / limited edition of 1000 individually numbered copies 
on crystal clear coloured vinyl / available on vinyl for the first time / RSD 23

Republica are an English alternative rock band formed in 1994. The height of their popularity spanned from 1996 
to 1999. The band went on hiatus in 2001 and reunited in 2008. Republica are best known for the single ""Ready 

to Go"" from their self-titled debut album.
The second album, Speed Ballads, was released in 1998 and reached No. 37 in UK Albums Chart. Its lead single, 

""From Rush Hour With Love"", peaked at No. 20 in UK Singles Chart. The band suffered when their label, 
Deconstruction Records, folded shortly after the release of Speed Ballads.

Speed Ballads is available on vinyl for the first time as a limited edition of 1000 individually numbered copies on 
crystal clear vinyl and includes an insert with lyrics.

"

MOVLP3122C 30.99

Sam Fender Wild Grey Ocean/Little Bull Of Blithe
Originally released on the Live Deluxe Edition of Sam Fender's No. 1 album, Seventeen Going Under, Wild Grey 

Ocean and Little Bull Of Blithe are presented here for the first time on limited edition white 7" vinyl with 
exclusive artwork

4884235 12.99

Selecter Live at the NEC 1980

Making its vinyl debut and taken from the recently released CD deluxe edition of the bands second album 
Celebrate The Bullet (November 2022). The 2 Tone band captured here supporting Elvis Costello & The Attractions 

at Birmingham’s National Exhibition Centre in December 1980. It features the bands well known hits: On My 
Radio, Missing Words and Too Much Pressure.

CHRL1306 24.99

Stevie Nicks Bella Donna Live 1981

Available for the first time on vinyl, this 2LP set features Stevie Nicks live recording from the 'White Winged 
Dove Tour' at the Fox Wilshire Theatre on December 13th 1981. The show included tracks from Bella Donna 

including “Stop Draggin’ My Heart Around,” “Leather and Lace” and “Edge of Seventeen,” along with Fleetwood 
Mac favorites “Gold Dust Woman,” “Dreams,” “Sara” and “Rhiannon.”

0081227879600 46.99

Suede The 'Suede' Demos LP

Suede’s eponymous debut album was released 30 years ago in 1993, and won the UK’s prestigious Mercury 
Music Prize that year. Fellow nominations included P.J. Harvey, Sting and New Order. The band’s demos for this 

seminal album are issued on vinyl for the first time in specially-commissioned sleeve artwork (conceived by 
Brett Anderson) which resembles a cassette inlay. The LP includes the original demos of the classic singles “The 

Drowners” and “Metal Mickey”, as well as the album tracks “Pantomime Horse”, “Sleeping Pills” and “He’s 
Dead”, plus B-side “To The Birds”. Also featured are the outtake “Diesel” and the rehearsal room recording “Stars 

On 45”. Pressed on 140 gram clear vinyl.

DEMREC1086 26.99

T. Rex Rockin' & Rollin'

First ever repress of this rare 1973 Japan-only 18 track compilation, featuring the hits “Telegram Sam”, “Metal 
Guru”, “Children Of The Revolution”, “Solid Gold Easy Action”, “20th Century Boy” and “The Groover”. Reissued 
in its original Japanese sleeve, with a newly-created inner sleeve. Also includes non-album B-sides, the classics 
“Born To Boogie”, “Spaceball Ricochet” and “Ballrooms Of Mars” and many more. Pressed on 140g pink vinyl.

DEMREC1085 26.99



Taylor Swift folklore: the long pond studio sessions

Record Store Day exclusive 2 Disc grey 12 inch LP, “folklore: the long pond studio sessions’‘: Taylor Swift’s 3rd 
GRAMMY® Album of the Year, folklore, was recorded during the Covid-19 lockdown. Taylor and her collaborators 
were never able to play the album together... until the Long Pond Studio Sessions in September 2020. This is the 
first time “folklore: the long pond studio sessions’' will be available on vinyl. Recorded live, the album features 

Taylor Swift, Aaron Dessner (The National), Jack Antonoff (Bleachers) and Justin Vernon (Bon Iver). "DISC 1
SIDE A 

1. the 1 - the long pond studio sessions
2.cardigan - the long pond studio sessions

3.the last great american dynasty - the long pond studio sessions
4.exile - the long pond studio sessions feat. Bon Iver 

DISC 1 
SIDE B 

1.my tears ricochet - the long pond studio sessions
2.mirrorball - the long pond studio sessions

3.seven - the long pond studio sessions
4.august - the long pond studio sessions

5.this is me trying - the long pond studio sessions
DISC 2
SIDE A         

1.illicit affairs - the long pond studio sessions
2.invisible string - the long pond studio sessions
3.mad woman - the long pond studio sessions

4.epiphany - the long pond studio sessions
DISC 2
SIDE B     

1.betty - the long pond studio sessions

4823941 52.99

Terry Callier Hidden Conversations

‘Hidden Conversations’ is the follow up to Terry Callier’s critically acclaimed ‘Lookin' Out’ album. Following his 
stunning performance at the 2008 Meltdown Festival, curated by Massive Attack, he once again teamed up with 
the legendary British trio and the result was ‘Hidden Conversations'. Massive Attack's Robert Del Naja co-wrote 

‘Wings’ and ‘John Lee Hooker’ and exclusively wrote ‘Live With Me’. The combination of Del Naja’s haunting 
production and Terry’s stunning, emotive vocals works beautifully. Originally released as CD only in 2009, this 

RSD edition is the first time it has been available on vinyl. Housed in a tip on sleeve, 180g black vinyl and 
featuring an OBI strip.

MRBLP264 28.99

Thin Lizzy  Live and Dangerous – Hammersmith 15/11/1986 First time available on vinyl for this powerful live show. Pressed on 180gm Vinyl with a gatefold sleeve. 819050 33.99

Tricky Pre Millennium Tension First repress and the first time on coloured vinyl (pink) since the '90s. Originally released in 1996, recorded in 
Jamaica. 

4867979 27.99

Ultramagnetic Mcs Ultra Ultra / Silicon Bass

"Ultramagnetic MCs are back. Known for their abstract and futuristic style, Kool Keith and Ced Gee pioneered the 
New York Hip Hop sound in the 80's alongside contemporaries such as KRS One and LL Cool J, before disbanding 
in the mid 1990s. Bolstering a long, genre spanning solo career Kool Keith cemented his legacy in the Hip Hop, 

Punk and Electronic music circles with thematic albums under aliases such as Dr. Octagon, Dr. Dooom and Black 
Elvis, while Ced Gee stayed mostly behind the scenes providing production work for iconic artists including The 

Prodigy and Lee ""Scratch"" Perry. Backing the legendary duo is Nashville based oddball band THETAN, who 
provided the entire instrumentation for the recent Kool Keith collaborative album 'Space Goretex'. Offering up 2 

brand new tracks of spaced out funky hip hop, the B-side of this 12"" is emblazoned with an etching of the 
Ultramagnetic MCs logo, engraved by none other than Dan Emery at Black Matter Mastering. 

 
 Tracklisting:

 
 Side A:

 1. Ultra Ultra 
 2. Silicon Bass

 
 Side B:

 etching / no music

 12'', Blue Vinyl, etched side with UMC's logo"

ACM68-12PMI 33.99

Various (Mike D) Brazil 45 Boxset Vol.4

"Volume 4 in the series is compliled and remixed by the legend Mike D (Beastie Boys). For his volume of the 
series, Mike D selected 10 knockout tracks from the golden era of Brazilian music. As you would expect from 

such a legend, he surpassed the brief of simply compiling the tracks, as he re-edited and remixed a number of his 
favourites especially for this boxset.

 • 5 x 7"" in Limited Edition clamshell box
 

 • Curated by Mike D (Beastie Boys)
 

 • Features exclusive remixes and edits by Mike D"

MRB7209 34.99



Various Artists Hillbillies In Hell: A Chrestomathy

"The Portals of Hell open once more...
 

 This Beastly collection assembles 16 subterranean jewels in an all-new Daemonic Experience.
 

 Witness the haunted carousel of broken Nashville nightmares - Murderous Cuckolds, Luciferian Anthems, 
Ghostly Parables, Windswept Hills of Regret and Silent, Final Graves to Forget.

 Sometimes grim, often beautiful - this monumental anthology of knowns and unknowns, battered Opry icons 
and weathered regional evangelists features tales of Jilted Homicidal Rage, Loveless Bondage, Stygian 

Hellscapes, Rapturous Revelations and Gospel Tribulations.
 

 Originally waxed in often penurious amounts, these Troubled Troubadours sing of Spectral Autocides, 
Paranormal Marionettes, Doomed Hallucinogenic Psychoses, Apocalyptic Arborists, Aquatic Defenestrations and 

Cadaverous Transmigrations.
 

 Years in the making – ‘Hillbillies In Hell: A Chrestomathy’ walks the uncanny valley, crosses the rivers of regret 
and conquers the mountains of madness - a midnight clutch of Brazen Satanic Torments, Treacherous Bloody 
Lovers, Unquiet Infanticidal Voids, Drug-Fuelled Delusions, the Creator’s Boundless Sight and God’s Blazing, 

Eternal Light.
 

 A dank, derelict crypt of marginal 45s - some of these sides are impossibly rare and are reissued here for the 
very first time.

 
 All for your primordial listening pleasure.

 
 *Limited to 666 copies!

 *222 (randomly inserted) ‘Tartarus Red’ LPs / 222 (randomly inserted) ‘Caverns Of Baal’ Splatter LPs / 222 

IMAR131LP 42.99

Virgin Prunes The Debut EPs

Released before the 1981 singles ‘A New Form of Beauty’ and the 1982 album ‘…If I Die, Die’, this is a Double 
10” collection of the debut EPs by influential Irish band The Virgin Prunes. Featuring their self-titled debut EP and 
the follow up ‘In The Greylight’, this collection includes 6 rare tracks which haven’t been available physically or 

digitally for over forty years. Proposed as two single 10” Eps on Colour vinyl, bound together by a paper band and 
shrinkwrapped, as they were presented in 1980.

4050538879261 27.99

X-Press 2 Lazy / Kill 100

"Lazy" is a single by British house duo X-Press 2, featuring vocals from Scottish-American singer and Talking 
Heads frontman David Byrne. It was written and produced by X-Press 2 and co-written by Byrne. The song was 

released on 8 April 2002 through Skint Records and reached number two on the UK Singles Chart, and spent four 
weeks in the UK top 10. "Lazy" won the Ivors Dance Award in 2003. Byrne later included an orchestral re-

recording of the song on his 2004 solo album Grown Backwards, and performed the song during his America 
Utopia tour. Featured here for the first time with Kill 100 (vocals by Rob Harvey) on transparent blue vinyl. A1. 

Lazy feat David Byrne (Extended Mix) B1. Kill 100 feat Rob Harvey

4050538879223 19.99

Yard Act 100% Endurance (Elton John Version) Limited Edition Orange 7”, exclusive to Record Store Day. Featuring Elton John. B-side features Yard Act’s cover 
of Tiny Dancer 

4891199 9.99


